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Summary
CatRIS develops a Portal that supports and promotes the harmonization and discoverability of
Research Infrastructure (RI) services. The CatRIS Portal allows service providers (SP) to register their services by providing rich, well-structured and harmonized descriptions of service
metadata. On top of this content, the CatRIS Portal offers a rich set of end user functionalities:
service search, browsing and comparison; aggregate statistics on services and providers, accompanied by visualization facilities; advanced and personalized end user features (favourites,
service information inquiries, personalized views of content, service booking, etc.).
WP5 is responsible for the development of the CatRIS Portal, as well as its evaluation through
user assessment studies. Specifically, in the frame of WP5: (a) the architecture and functional
specifications of the Portal are prescribed based on the results of an extensive requirements
elicitation process taken place in WP3 and WP4, (b) the CatRIS Portal is implemented, deployed, populated and tested in a phased manner, producing three releases through the course
of the project, while (c) user assessment studies continuously guide the improvement of the
catalogue and its alignment with the requirements of RI users, RI providers and Policy makers.
Task 5.2 handles the development of the CatRIS Portal, its installation, configuration and deployment, as well as the monitoring and support of its operation. The development of the Portal
is organized in three phases (releases), starting from core functionalities and enriching them
with advanced and personalized facilities. The first phase of the CatRIS Portal has implemented
the core service registration, searching, browsing and comparison functionality. The 1st Release
of the Portal is described in D5.2 – “1st prototype of the gateway with the service catalogue
browsing functionality and the registration of services”. The second phase extends and enhances the initial browsing and searching functionality and the service provider and service
registration processes and incorporates visualisation and analytics facilities, as well as interoperability mechanisms, including the integration of content from the MERIL-2 service provider
catalogue. The final (3rd) Release of the CatRIS Portal will fully implement advanced and personalized functionalities for the Portal, including rating, recommendation, favourites creation
and extended searching and visualisation facilities.
Deliverable 5.3 presents the 2nd Release of the CatRIS Portal, extending and enhancing the
functionalities of the 1st Release and implementing rich visualization facilities and interoperability
mechanisms. Further, the data model of the 2nd Release fully aligns with the Service Description
Template v2.0, prescribed in Deliverable 4.3, while initial user feedback has been incorporated,
improving, thus, the functionality and user friendliness of the Portal, which is fully operational
on: https://portal.catris.eu.
The content of the deliverable is organized as follows: Chapter 1 presents an overview of the
CatRIS architecture (for detailed presentation, see D5.1 “Gateway functional specifications”)
and provides references to the source code and the documentation of the CatRIS framework,
including its license. Chapter 2 provides a thorough demonstration of the 1st Release of the
CatRIS Portal, describing, step by step, the core functionalities provided to the end-users (SP
users and RI users), using screenshots of the Portal’s UI. This Chapter serves also as a user’s
manual of the CatRIS Portal1. Chapter 3 details the changes (additions, extensions, improvements of the current Release, compared to the 1st Release. Chapter 4 presents the interoperability mechanisms supported by the CatRIS catalogue, including the MERIL records integration
process that was implemented and deployed. Chapter 5 summarizes the implementation progress with respect to the functional specifications defined in D5.1 and introduces a set of additional functional requirements based on the continuous user feedback integration. The last
Chapter concludes the deliverable, summing up its content and discussing the next steps in the
development and assessment of the CatRIS Portal.

1

Formal and extensive documentation of the CatRIS Portal will be produced n D5.5.
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1 Overview of the CatRIS Portal
This Chapter introduces the design of the CatRIS Portal and the technologies used to build it
and references its documentation and licensing information. The goal of this Chapter is to document information on the development of the Portal. Complementary information regarding the
detailed CatRIS architecture, components presentation and functional specifications are provided in D5.1.

1.1

Architecture

The architecture of the CatRIS Portal is presented in Figure 1. It comprises of three tiered layers,
with an additional, horizontal fourth layer, as depicted in Figure 1:
•

Data Layer manages the storage and indexing of all the content handled by the CatRIS
Portal, including the various types of entities, logs and statistics on user interaction with
the Portal, as well as content produced by computations and analysis performed on the
above data.

•

Application Layer handles the core functionality of the Portal, including user and service management, service search, analytics, and alerts and recommendations.

•

User Interface (UI) Layer exposes the functionality of the CatRIS Portal to the end users.

•

Interoperability Layer implements APIs for populating and updating the CatRIS catalogue, integrating the catalogue with other catalogues (e.g. EOSC) and exposing data
to third parties.

Figure 1: Architecture of the CatRIS Portal
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Documentation and Source Code

CatRIS is harmonizing the descriptions of services and resources across the EU (considering
representation models, vocabularies and classifications) supported by large initiatives such as
the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC). To this end, CatRIS shares the same Data Model
with related projects engaged in developing solutions for gathering, managing, harmonizing and
exposing services and, in particular, with eInfraCentral2. On top of that, CatRIS reutilizes and
extends the eInfraCentral framework, to be able to manage, apart from e-services, also physical
RI services.
Given the above, eInfraCentral and CatRIS share a common code repository, with each framework instantiating as an individual branch of the common code base, in order to satisfy the
functionality requirements that are domain-specific (e-services vs. RI services). The Data Model
of both frameworks is documented in the respective GitHub page3, while the branch of the
CatRIS project is also provided in GitHub45. In particular, the code in 4 regards the backend of
the Portal (Data Layer and Application Layer in Figure 1) while the code in 5 regards the frontend
of the Portal (User Interface Layer).

1.3

CatRIS Portal licensing

The CatRIS Portal will be powered by NKUA’s software modules already used in OpenAIRE6,
OpenMinted7 and eInfraCentral service catalogues, distributed under the GPL/A license.
All extensions to the software will follow the same licensing pattern. As such, the CatRIS software is available as Open Source in the GitHub repository, as presented in the previous subsection.

2

https://einfracentral.eu, an EU/Horizon2020 project that developed a catalogue-portal for the
registration and search of e-Infrastructure services
3
https://github.com/eInfraCentral/docs
4
https://github.com/eInfraCentral/eic
5
https://github.com/eInfraCentral/eic-platform-angular6/tree/feature/catris?files=1
6
https://www.openaire.eu/
7
http://www.openminted.eu/
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2 Demonstration of the CatRIS Portal
The CatRIS Portal8 provides user friendly interfaces for exposing a rich set of facilities to end
users. To do so, the model of the CatRIS catalogue implements the Service Description Template, SDT v2.0.0 (D4.3 “Service Description Template”), which provides a thorough, structured
description of the major entities that need to be handled in the catalogue (services, service
providers, options, etc.). The interfaces of the CatRIS Portal and the underlying backend (Storage and Application layers) have been designed and implemented taking into account User
Requirements, as reported in D4.4 “Functional and non-functional requirements” and the respective Functional Specifications presented in D5.1.
In what follows, the 2nd Release of the CatRIS Portal is presented. To align with real-world
catalogue usage scenarios, we consider five use cases, that correspond to the main user interaction processes with the Portal: (a) Service provider (SP) registration for SPs that are integrated from the MERIL database, (b) Service provider registration for new SPs, (c) Service
monitoring by SP user, (d) Portal administration by CatRIS administrator user, (e) Service
search and browsing by RI users.

2.1

Service provider registration for MERIL SPs

Service Provider (SP) registration in CatRIS portal comprises a two-step process in which the
user: (a) first submits information for the Organization acting as SP and (b) then submits information of a service that this SP provides. To ensure the quality of the process, both steps need
to be approved by the CatRIS portal administrators. As soon as each step is approved (or rejected), the user is notified, and can proceed accordingly. After this two-step SP registration
process is completed, the SP user is registered to the portal and can directly register additional
services. The following points present this process.
First, the contact person of a SP9 that exists in the MERIL database receives an invitation email
that includes a URL (link) to the appropriate page of the CatRIS Portal. When the person follows
the link, she is navigated to EOSC AAI page.
Figure 2: EOSC AAI Page

8
9

The CatRIS Portal is available on https://portal.catris.eu.
Interchangeably called “SP user”.
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The contact person examines the available list on whether her organization is supported by the
EOSC AAI and, if so, uses her credentials to log in. If her organization is not supported, she
may use another one of the available options, e.g. Google or ORCID.
When logged in, the user is instantly directed to the page “Update Service Provider”.
Figure 3: Update Service Provider page

There, the user needs to fill in the missing information and update potentially outdated information about the Service Providing Organization that is imported from the MERIL database and
click “Submit”. The user needs to make sure that all mandatory fields (marked with *) are filled
in in the proper format (e.g. text, URL, email address).
When the above process is completed, the user is navigated to the “My Service Providers” page,
where her new SP is marked as “pending initial approval”.
Figure 4: My Service Providers page
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After the SP profile gets approved by the portal administrators, the user is notified by email to
continue the registration process, as follows.
In the “My Service Providers” page, the user needs to select “+Add service template” in order
to submit a new service or “→Select from pending service” to update an existing one. The latter
choice regards the case where one or more services of the specific SP have already been
integrated by the MERIL database into the CatRIS database (see Section 4.1 for more details).
Next, the user needs to fill in the form about the service that is being registered or updated and
press “Submit”, having ensured that she has filled in all mandatory fields (marked with *) with
information in the proper format (e.g. text, URL, email address).
Figure 5: Service registration page

In case of successful submission, the user is navigated to the submitted service presentation
page.
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Figure 6: Service presentation page

After the submitted service gets approved by the portal administrators, the user is notified by
email and she is then registered to the CatRIS portal as a new Service Provider user. Also, she
is able to verify the success of the SP registration process by inspecting that her SP is marked
as “approved” in the “My Service Providers” page.
Figure 7: Approved Service Provider
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Service provider registration for new SPs

For new SPs, the Service Provider registration process is almost identical to the one described
in Section 2.1. However, for the sake of completeness and with the aim to allow this section to
function as a user guide, we present the new SP registration process in detail too.
At the CatRIS Portal homepage, the user selects to “LOG IN”:
Figure 8: CatRIS Portal Homepage

She is then directed to the EOSC AAI page (see Figure 2), where she can examine the available
list on whether her organization is supported by the EOSC AAI. If so, she uses her credentials
to log in. If her organization is not supported, she may use another one of the available options,
e.g. Google or ORCID.
When logged in, the user needs to select “Add New Service Provider” to be navigated to the
proper page.
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Figure 9: Selecting to Add New Service Provider

Figure 10: New Service Provider page

Then, she needs to fill in the form with information about the Service Providing Organization
that is being registered and press “Submit”. The user needs to make sure that all mandatory
fields (marked with *) are filled in in the proper format (e.g. text, URL, email address).
When the above process is completed, the user is navigated to the “My Service Providers” page,
where her new SP is marked as “pending initial approval” (see Figure 4).
After the SP profile gets approved by the portal administrators, the user is notified by email to
continue the registration process, as follows.
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In the “My Service Providers” page, the user needs to select “+Add service template” in order
to submit a new service.
Figure 11: Service registration page

Next, the user needs to fill in the form about the service that is being registered and press
“Submit”, having ensured that she has filled in all mandatory fields (marked with *) with information in the proper format (e.g. text, URL, email address).
In case of successful submission, the user is navigated to the submitted service presentation
page (see Figure 6).
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Service management and monitoring by SP users

A service provider user has access to a dashboard, where several statistics on the provider’s
service are presented. Additionally, through the dashboard, the provider user can select to “add
new service”. Upon selecting it, the user is redirected to a form identical to the one in Figure 11,
where she can register a new service.
Figure 12: Service provider dashboard - statistics

Figure 13: Service provider dashboard – active services

Further, the user can select one of the existing provider’s services and navigate to the service-specific
dashboard, where information and statistics on the specific service can be viewed and the service description can be updated (

Figure 14).
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Figure 14: Service dashboard

2.4

Portal administration

The CatRIS Portal Administrator users serve the important role of validating and approving (or
rejecting) Service Provider registrations, by examining both the SP profile info and the first service that is registered by the respective SP. The Administrator user has access to the list of all
CatRIS SPs, irrespective of the registration status they have. For example, in Figure 15, the
“Agendo Science” SP has filled in the SP profile information and is in the state of “pending initial
approval” by the Administrator, while the “Central Biotechnology Services” SP’s profile has been
approved, but now the submission/registration of a first service template is pending by the SP
user, so that the registration process is completed. Finally, the “Bio Organization” SP has been
approved but the was deactivated by the administrator, thus now the SP’s services are not
visible to the Portal users.
Figure 15: List of Service Providers in different registration status
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For each service provider, the Administrator user is able to click on the respective “INFO” link,
to view in detail the submitted SP profile information and the “SERVICE TEMPLATE” link, to
view in detail the submitted information of the respective first service template.
Figure 16: Service provider information as presented to the Administrator user

Figure 17: Service information as presented to the Administrator user
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Service search and browsing by users

2.5.1 Homepage
The CatRIS Portal homepage presents three links on the top of the page, covering the core
functionalities of navigation to the catalogue, support and user login.
Figure 18: CatRIS Homepage

Via the homepage, the user is also able to directly explore services by category or scientific
domain, by selecting the respective top-level categories or discipline, as presented in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Service exploration by Categories in the CatRIS Homepage

Additionally, the user can directly search for services via the homepage, using keyword search.
Figure 20: Direct keyword search functionality in the CatRIS Homepage

2.5.2 Search Page
The search page of the CatRIS Portal allows users to search by keywords, by facets or perform
combined search using both features.
Figure 21: Search Page - Search by keywords
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In particular, using faceted search on any of the available properties of the services, the user
can easily and quickly filter out services based on their core characteristics, focusing her search
only on a small subset of relevant services.
Figure 22: Search Page – Filter by facets

Figure 23: Search Page – Search via keywords and facets
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The search result snippets include a basic set of service attributes to facilitate the recognition
of the service type and functionality. Specifically, the title and the “catch phrase” are given,
accompanied by a small description, that can be expanded by the user. Also, the name of the
provider and the logo of the service are presented.
Additional features are offered in the search page. Specifically, the user is able to add one or
more service to her favorites, can compare a set of services or ask for additional information for
a set of services from the responsible contact points. Finally, each service is annotated with the
number of views it has gathered.
Figure 24: Search Page – Search results presentation
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2.5.3 Comparison Page
By selecting “add to compare” in the results page, the user is presented with a table containing,
for the set of selected services, side-by-side comparison of their values for a specific set of
important characteristics (attributes).
Figure 25: Service Comparison Page

2.5.4 Ask the provider
By selecting one or more services, the user can directly contact the respective service providers
and ask them additional information on their services. The user is presented with the form of
Figure 27, which requires filling in a minimum set of information to establish the communication
with the provider.
Figure 26: Selecting services to contact their provider for additional information
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Figure 27: Inquiry Form

2.5.5 Service Details Page
The service details page allows users to review the whole set of attributes of a selected service.
These characteristics are grouped in distinct blocks of information and prioritized according to
their expected importance for the end user information needs.

2.5.5.1 Core Service Information
The basic service information block is located on the top of the service details page, presenting
the important characteristics of a service, such as its description, its classification in categories
and disciplines, its target users and links to the service provider and the service order pages
respectively.
Further, a distinct set of four buttons at the right side of the page, allow the user to reach to
service information available in the service/SP website, or directly contact the SP’s contact person for asking additional information on the service.
Figure 28: Service details page – Core service information
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2.5.5.2 Usage Information
The next block of information provides more details on the functionality of the services, focusing
mainly on usage information, such as coverage, use cases and value for users.
Further, a distinctive set of blocks, on the right side of the page, gather attributes of the service
that mainly consist in links to the service or the provider site pages, that specifically describe
contractual information and contact and support points.
Figure 29: Service details page – Additional information
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3 Improvements and Additions in the 2nd Release
The 2nd Release of the CatRIS Portal incorporates a series of improvements and additions on
functionality and presentation level. These extensions have either been based on the prescribed
functional requirements for the 2nd Release (see D5.2 – Section 3) or have been motivated by
the user feedback elicited by initial testing and assessment of the Portal. The extensions that
are implemented compared to the 1st Release of the Portal are categorized and presented as
follows10.

3.1

User Interface improvements

3.1.1 Service Details page
Several improvements (renaming, reordering/restructuring of fields and blocks of information)
where performed on the Service Details page, following the feedback of experienced consortium
partners, as well as initial users of the Portal.
Figure 30: Service Details page

3.1.2 Service Search page
The keyword search functionality was enhanced, allowing the user to focus her search on specific attributes of the services. For example, in Figure 31 the user is able to select the “user
base” in the Search Field drop down menu, in order to perform a keyword query regarding only
the user base of services.

10

Note that, the description of extensions related to the MERIL integration process
implementation and the Interoperability mechanisms of the Portal is omitted in this section, since
these are presented in detail in Section 4.
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Figure 31: Service Search page

3.1.3 SP and service registration pages
The SP and service registration pages where restructured, by grouping the required to be filled
in fields into tabs within the registration page, allowing the user to better navigate and identify
the mandatory fields that need to be filled in. The error messages became more specific and,
in combination with the colouring of missing fields, facilitate the user into properly filling in the
registration forms in a more efficient way. Also, using the “DOWNLOAD TO PDF” button, the
user is able to download a pdf document containing all the fields with the required information,
use it to gather all the required information offline and then come back to the CatRIS Portal and
directly fill in the gathered information online.
Figure 32: New Service Provider page
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Messaging and notifications

The 2nd Release of the CatRIS Portal implements extended messaging functionality considering
both SP users and Administrator users. In the current Release, the messaging functionality
focuses on the proper management, validation and monitoring of the SP and service registration
processes. Next, an indicative set of messages are presented, corresponding to a SP registration process. We note that, the following set of messages may change as the CatRIS Portal is
constantly being improved based on user feedback. For example, depending on user feedback,
several of the following messages may be adapted to be sent in aggregate (e.g. daily digest)
form, some of the messages may become more specific, or messages may be added/removed.

3.2.1 Messages addressing SP user
Table 1: Messages addressing (candidate) SP users
Message type

Message title

Message text
Dear Z,

Message received when
completing the
first step of the
SP registration
process (filling
in SP profile information)

[CatRIS] Your
application for
registering
[XXX] as a new
service provider has been
received

You have applied for registering your organization [X] - [XXX]
as a new service provider in CatRIS.
Your application will be reviewed by the administration team
and you will be notified on its approval or rejection, as well as
for any further steps you can follow for registering successfully
your organization.
Thank you for your interest in becoming a member of CatRIS.
Best Regards,
the CatRIS Team
Dear Z,

Message received when
the first step of
the SP registration process
(filling in SP
profile information) is approved by the
Administrator

[CatRIS] The
information
you submitted
for the new service provider
[XXX] has
been approved
- the submission of a first
service is required to complete the registration process

You have applied for registering your organization [X] - [XXX]
as a new service provider in CatRIS.
Your application has been approved and you may proceed with
providing one of your services portal.catris.eu/myServiceProviders, to complete the registration process.
The service should be described according to the CatRIS’s
Service Description Template (SDT), which has been adopted
by flagship initiatives such as the EOSC-hub (EGI, EUDAT),
GÉANT, OpenAIRE(-Advance) and PRACE, as the standard
with which EOSC portal will be populated.
Thank you for your interest in becoming a member of CatRIS.
Best Regards,
the CatRIS Team
Dear Z,

Message received when
the first step of
the SP registration process
(filling in SP
profile infor-

[CatRIS] Your
application for
registering
[XXX] as a new
service provider has been
rejected

You have applied for registering your organization [X] - [XXX]
as a new service provider in CatRIS.
Your application has been rejected as your organization does
not comply with the rules of participations in CatRIS. For any
further clarifications please contact registration office of CatRIS
at registration@catris.eu.
Thank you for your interest in becoming a member of CatRIS.
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Best Regards,
the CatRIS Team
Dear Z,

[CatRIS] Your
service [XXX] –
[Y] has been
accepted

The information for the service [X.Y] – [Y] has been reviewed
and has been successfully added to the CatRIS Catalogue.
You can view the new service portal.catris.eu/service/X.Y. You
may now login and proceed with providing more services for
[X].
Thank you for your interest in becoming a member of CatRIS.
Best Regards,
the CatRIS Team
Dear Z,

Message received when a
SP is set to inactive state by
the Administrator

[CatRIS] Your
service provider [XXX] has
been set to inactive

Your service provider [XXX] has been set to inactive. For any
further clarifications please contact registration office of CatRIS
at registration@catris.eu.
Thank you for your interest in becoming a member of CatRIS.
Best Regards,
the CatRIS Team

3.2.2 Messages addressing Administrator user
Table 2: Messages CatRIS Administrators
Message type

Message title

Message received by the
Administrator
when the user
performs the
first step of the
SP registration
process (filling
in SP profile information)

[CatRIS] A new
application for
registering [X]
as a new service provider
has been submitted

Message text
Dear Registration Team,
The application by [Z] – [z@z.com] for registering [X] has been
accepted.
You can view the application status portal.catris.eu/serviceProvidersList.
Best Regards,
the CatRIS Team

Message received by the
Administrator
when the user
performs the
second step of
the SP registration process
(filling in first
service template)

[CatRIS] Approve or reject
the information
about the new
service: [X] –
[Y]

Message received by the
Administrator
when the SP
user changes
the SP profile

The service
provider [X]
has performed
changes in
their profile

Dear Registration Team,
Information about the new service: [X.Y] has been provided by
[Z] – [z@z.com].
You can review the information portal.catris.eu/service/X.Y and
approve or reject it.
Best Regards,
the CatRIS Team
Dear Registration Team,
The service provider [X] has performed changes in their profile.
You can view the changes at: https://www.portal.catris.eu/serviceProviderInfo/XXX.
Best Regards,
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the CatRIS Team
Message received by the
Administrator
when the SP
user changes
the information
of a service

The service
provider [X]
has performed
changes in
their service
[Y]

Dear Registration Team,
The service provider [X] has performed changes in their service
[Y].You can view the changes at: https://www.portal.catris.eu/service/ZZZ.
Best Regards,
the CatRIS Team
Dear Registration Team,

Message received by the
Administrator
when the SP
user adds a
new service

The service
provider [X]
has added a
new service [Y]

The service provider [X] has added a new service [Y].
You can view the new service at:
portal.catris.eu/service/ZZZ .
Best Regards,
the CatRIS Team

Reminder received by the
Administrator
when the user
has performed
the first step of
the SP registration process
(filling in SP
profile information)
Reminder received by the
Administrator
when the user
has performed
the second
step of the SP
registration
process (filling
in first service
template)

3.3

Dear Registration Team,
The application
of [X] for registering as a new
service provider is pending your approval

The application by [Z] – [x@x.com] for registering service provider [X] is pending your approval.
You can view the application status at: portal.catris.eu/serviceProvidersList to approve or reject it.
Best Regards,
the CatRIS Team

Dear Registration Team,
Approve or reject the information about
the new service: [X] – [Y]

Information about the new service: [X.Y], provided by [Z] –
[georgegiann@gmail.com], is pending your approval.
You can review the information at: portal.catris.eu/service/ZZZ
to approve or reject it.
Best Regards,
the CatRIS Team

Temporary saving of filled in information

CatRIS supports a rich model (based on the SDT v2.0.0 - D4.3) for representing service providers and services in a structured, harmonized way, facilitating service search and interoperability
of the catalogue. This requires from SP users that they properly fill in a series of SP or service
attributes when they register a new SP or a new service respectively. To be able to facilitate
user in this process, and based on initial user feedback on the Portal functionality, we have
implemented a mechanism that allows users to temporary save their progress until that point,
so that they are able to continue the process at a later time, without needing to fill in all the
required information from the beginning.
The functionality is implemented via the button “Temporary Save” (see for example Figure 3
and Figure 10). The differences with the “Submit” button are the following:
•

“Temporary Save” is only available before the actual submission of the SP or service.
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Information that is stored via the “Temporary Save” functionality is not published to the
users of the Portal; only when a SP or a service are successfully submitted (and validated) their information becomes public.
“Submit” button can be used only when all required fields are filled in in the proper format; “Temporary Save” does not pose these restrictions.
After a SP or a service is successfully submitted, only the “Submit” button is available to
the users, since, then, users can use this button to make changes to an existing SP or
service record.

Visualization facilities

The 2nd Release of the CatRIS Portal offers a full set of visualization facilities, allowing the
CatRIS users to obtain aggregate knowledge and insights on the characteristics, as well as the
visitation of the catalogue’s services. CatRIS regards two levels of aggregation of service statistics: (a) per Service Provider and (b) on all catalogue’s services. Next, we present in more
detail visualization facilities implemented per SP (a), noting that similar functionality regarding
(b) will be presented in upcoming D5.4, which will focus on advanced and personalized end
user (RI user) facilities of the Portal.
As presented in Section Error! Reference source not found., each SP user has access to a S
P dashboard. Via this dashboard, she is able to view active and pending services, activate and
deactivate services, as well as view statistics on her services.
A first type of aggregate statistics focuses on user interaction with the SP’s services. In particular, the SP can monitor how many users view their service and how many of their services are
marked as “Favourite” by users, through time.
Figure 33 presents a static view of charts that visualize these statistics, in monthly basis. The user has
the option to adjust the granularity of the statistics in a daily, weekly, monthly and yearly level. Also, she
is able to download a report of the statistics, either in an image/pdf format, or in an excel/CSV file (

Figure 34).
Figure 33: Visitation statistics on SP’s services
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Figure 34: SP user options on statistics

A second type of visualization facilities allows the SP user to view the distribution of their services across different countries
Figure 35: Map visualization of SP’s services
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A third type of aggregate statistics regards the distribution of services with respect to the service’s categorization, as well several of other important attributes (Figure 36). Via this feature,
the SP can obtain an overall view of the services, regarding important features for RI users, e.g.
their category, scientific domain, access type, distribution, etc.
Figure 36: Distribution of a SP’s service considering several service attributes
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The aforementioned visualization facilities comprise an indicative set of the service visualization
analytics functionality of the CatRIS Portal, which is constantly enriched and adapted, based on
user feedback. Any additional functionality and improvements will be documented in D5.4, presenting the final Release of the Portal.
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4 Interoperability
This section presents the interoperability mechanisms offered by CatRIS, that allow to (a) programmatically populate and update the catalogue’s content (b) ingest information from the
MERIL portal and c) exchange information and publish CatRIS content towards other catalogues, and more specifically to the EOSC portal’s catalogue (www.eosc-portal.eu), as well as
third parties. In what follows, first we present the specialized mechanisms we implemented for
integrating service provider and service records from the MERIL database into CatRIS and then
we discuss the general interoperability mechanisms that the CatRIS Portal supports.

4.1

Interoperability with MERIL

4.1.1 Exposing MERIL content in semantics.gr
MERIL-2, as a precursor project of CatRIS, provides the initial information for service providers
(research infrastructures). Although the MERIL-2 database includes a variety of information for
its records, in the context of CatRIS, a subset of this data was required. The subset was determined by superpositioning the SDT v2.0 on the MERIL-2 data model, in order to find the common fields. This process resulted in including the following MERIL-2 fields:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name
Acronym
Web site
Description
Type
RI Category
ESFRI Domain
Life Cycle Status
Location
Legal Status
ESFRI
Area of Activity
Societal Grand Challenge
Scientific Domain

In order for the MERIL-2 data to be migrated to the CatRIS Portal database, it was decided to
use an intermediate system, semantics.gr11. EKT’s semantics.gr is a platform where institutions
(or projects) can create, establish and link their own vocabularies, classifications, thesauri, authority files and controlled lists. Vocabularies are published as Linked Data by using RDF
(RDF/XML or JSON-LD serialization) and persistent dereferenceable URIs are provided for vocabulary entries. The platform supports hierarchies, links to other LD resources, preferable and
alternative labels and other properties (e.g. definition) in multiple languages.
Institutions or projects are first registered and then institutional users have access to their own
workspace where they can freely:
1. create and manage their vocabularies
2. curate their vocabularies with collaborative tools (e.g. posting comments)
3. publish their vocabularies with the license of their choice

11

https://www.semantics.gr/
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Semantics.gr can support any schema profile for vocabularies. Schema profiles define in detail
the structure, properties (fields) and validation rules of the vocabulary data entries. Each vocabulary is assigned with a schema profile and each schema profile defines the respective dynamic
forms that the users can use to curate their data. Schema profiles are defined in a way that is
compliant with Linked Data technology (RDF, RDF Schema, Owl ontologies) by using any popular, standard or custom data model (e.g. SKOS, Europeana EDM contextual classes,
MAD/RDF etc).
The complete description of the SDT schema that has been created in semantics.gr, can be
found in https://www.semantics.gr/authorities/schemanamespaces/catris. These resources are
publicly available. For more details regarding semantics.gr, the SDT ontology and the migration
of data to semantics.gr, the reader can refer to Deliverable 4.2.

4.1.2 Integrating MERIL content into CatRIS
In order to update the CatRIS database with the MERIL-2 data that are stored in the intermediate system (semantics.gr), a systemic pipeline of data discovery and acquisition had to be implemented. This pipeline was designed having in mind three main requirements, a) the data in
semantics.gr had to be completely accessible from the side of CatRIS, b) the CatRIS Portal had
to have already in place a specific data format for importing data in bulk, and c) the semantics.gr
had to have already in place an API12 that provides the stored information in the form of linked
data. These requirements provided the design template for the system that was implemented.
In this context, the system was designed to have five distinct parts:
1. Request data from semantics.gr. The CatRIS Portal will issue a data retrieval request
to semantics.gr, either for bulk data (the complete catalog of service providers) or for a
single record (identified properly).
2. Retrieval of data from the semantics.gr database. The semantics.gr will use the existing
mechanism to retrieve the data in linked data format.
3. Transformation of data to CatRIS specifications. The semantics.gr will use a transformation process that receives to its input the linked data dataset from the previous module and transforms the structure and content to a specified format that the CatRIS Portal
can use.
4. Response to the CatRIS data request. After the dataset has been transformed to the
specified format, an over HTTPS response is issued to send data back to CatRIS.
5. Security. The communication between the systems has to be secured via authentication
and authorization processes.
These parts can be represented graphically by the following image.
Figure 37: Flow chart of the interoperability process.

12

https://www.semantics.gr/authorities/swagger-ui.html
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In the following subsections, a detailed description of the system’s modules and processes is
provided.

4.1.3 Functional requirements
4.1.3.1 Data requests
The purpose of the interoperability scheme in question is the initialization of the CatRIS database with service providers data. Because the needed data are already stored in the semantics.gr database, a bulk transfer is possible. This means that a single data request that retrieves
the entirety of the semantics.gr database is the minimal acceptance criteria. In addition, a data
request that retrieves a single record is a useful feature. This would allow the re-initialization of
a specific record in case the data of the record are corrupted or changed and need reset.
The SPs data in the semantics.gr database can be categorized in two distinct groups, SP core
data and SP services. In the context of MERIL-2 a service is related to an SP as a sub-entity.
This means that in order to create a record that includes both entities (as related instances),
first the SP record should be present and then the service record can be created and related to
the SP. The structure of this relation puts a requirement in the workflow of the retrieval process.
First a list of the SP records must be retrieved and then the list of services. In order for the
correlation between the records to be possible, a link for the SP record should be available in
all service records.
In addition, all requests and responses between the systems must take place over the internet
by using HTTP requests in the form of an API.
Thus, the functional requirements for data requests are the following:
1. CatRIS issues custom HTTP requests to semantics.gr for data retrieval.
2. Four different request calls are needed, two for retrieval of full lists of SPs and services
and two for retrieval of single SP record and single service.
3. Service records must be linked to their corresponding SP by use of an appropriate identification field.
4.1.3.2 Retrieval of data from semantics.gr
One of the intended purposes of semantics.gr is to provide its data in a formal way that is dictated by the linked data and semantic web concepts and ideas. This scheme allows third party
systems to not only retrieve information by implementing well known technical specifications but
also to dereference data by using the links between them. To achieve this, semantics.gr provides a set of API calls that return data in the form of RDF/XML13 or JSON-LD14. Although
CatRIS does not make use of linked data formats to ingest information, the semantics.gr API
was used as a form of readily available data retrieval mechanism. The availability of the API
13

https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-syntax-grammar/

14

https://json-ld.org/
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alongside with the fact that the aforementioned calls are supported were taken into consideration for taking this decision.
Thus, the functional requirements for the retrieval of data are the following:
1. The semantics.gr API must be used to retrieve data from its database.
2. CatRIS will not use the available API calls to issue a request.
4.1.3.3 Transformation of data to CatRIS specifications
As already mentioned, the CatRIS portal includes a mechanism for ingesting data in the form of
JSON http responses. The specifications (schemas) for these responses are available (see Annex 2). Only a subset of the complete schemas was used based on the fact that the available
data in semantics.gr can be mapped to a subset of the SDT. Considering that the data retrieved
in the previous step are formatted as RDF/XML responses, a transformation mechanism should
be implemented that receives as input an RDF/XML dataset and outputs a JSON dataset with
the needed content and specified structure.
Thus, the functional requirements for the transformation of data are the following:
1. Data retrieved from the semantics.gr database in RDF/XML format must be transformed
in JSON format according to CatRIS specifications.
4.1.3.4 Response to the CatRIS data request
The specifications of the response are dictated by the same requirements that apply on the
requests. Thus, the functional requirements for the response to the CatRIS portal are the following:
1. Semantics.gr issues HTTP responses to the CatRIS portal that include the requested
data.
4.1.3.5 Security
Semantics.gr includes public and non-public vocabularies and schemas. In the case of CatRIS,
since the data in question come from a public subset of MERIL-2 data, public access should be
allowed. By default, all vocabularies in semantics.gr are associated with an organization, institution or user. This is done because a user might choose to create vocabularies for private use
that only she can access and edit. To achieve this correlation, semantics.gr uses the concept
of an API key. This key is a string that is related with vocabularies and schemas and users. A
user can access a private vocabulary by including in the API call his own API key. This is done
regardless if the user requests access to private or public resources in order to achieve a low
level of authorization.
Thus, the functional requirements for security are the following:
2. Authentication is not required.
3. Authorization is required in the form of an API key in all HTTP calls.
4. HTTPS must be used as a horizontal security measure.

4.1.4 Implementation
4.1.4.1 Data requests
The following describe the calls specifications that CatRIS can use to request data from semantics.gr:
1. Export of full SP list: This can be achieved by using the following call https://www.semantics.gr/authorities/vocabularies/CatRISMERILProvider/transform/2?apiKey=14afd891-0f0c-4b32-b000-da00152d2481. The apiKey is the API key
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for the CatRIS portal. The call returns a JSON response according to CatRIS specifications. The response has the following differences compared to the original JSON
schema:
a. Field scientificSubdomains in semantics.gr refers to the SP, not to the service. Thus
the field is included as part of the SP data.
b. Field street (in section location) includes both street name and address number since
this is how are stored in the MERIL-2 database.
2. Export of a single SP: This can be achieved by using the following call https://www.semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISMERILProvider/{provider_meril_id}/transform/2?apiKey=14afd891-0f0c-4b32-b000-da00152d2481 where provider_meril_id is
the identification value of the record originating from the MERIL-2 database. It is an
integer that can be extracted by the suffix of the record’s semantics.gr URI. The call
returns a JSON to which the aforementioned differences apply.
3. Export of full services list: This can be achieved by using the following call
https://www.semantics.gr/authorities/vocabularies/CatRISMERILProvider/transform/3?apiKey=14afd891-0f0c-4b32-b000-da00152d2481. The call returns a JSON response according to CatRIS specifications. The response has the following differences
compared to the original JSON schema:
a. Field scientificSubdomains is inherited from the SP that each record is related to.
b. Field providers contains as a single array entry the semantics.gr URI of the SP that
each record is related to.
c. Field merilId (which is not included in the JSON specifications), is the identification
value of the service record in the MERIL-2 database.
d. In the list, there are empty records that originate from SPs that do not include services.
4. Export of services from a single SP: This can be achieved by using the following call
https://www.semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISMERILProvider/{provider_meril_id}/transform/3?apiKey=14afd891-0f0c-4b32-b000-da00152d2481 where provider_meril_id is
the identification value of the record originating from the MERIL-2 database. It is an
integer that can be extracted by the suffix of the record’s semantics.gr URI. The call
returns a JSON to which the aforementioned differences apply.
4.1.4.2 Retrieval of data from semantics.gr
Depending on the request from CatRIS, semantics.gr uses its own API calls to retrieve the data.
The calls that are used are the following:
1. /{vocabularyShortName}/{localId}/xml. This call provides a way to get a single vocabulary entry in RDF in RDF/XML serialization.
2. /vocabularies/{vocabularyShortName}/xml. This call provides a way to get the entire vocabulary along with all its resources in RDF in RDF/XML serialization.
In both calls the {vocabularyShortName} parameter refers to the name of the CatRIS vocabulary, which in practical terms corresponds to the list of SPs. The field localId is the identification
value of the record originating from the MERIL-2 database. It is an integer that can be extracted
by the suffix of the record’s semantics.gr URI. For more details regarding the semantics.gr API
the reader can visit the Swagger15 installation found at https://www.semantics.gr/authorities/swagger-ui.html. Both calls return an RDF/XML response (see Annex 2).

15

https://swagger.io/
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4.1.4.3 Transformation of data to CatRIS specifications
Data in the form of XML can be processed and reformatted in order to be provided in any form.
However, instead of a more ad hoc method that would have been tailored made for the specific
transformation, a more generic, easier to use and to parameterized method was chosen. XML
documents can be transformed into other XML documents, or other formats such as HTML for
web pages, plain text etc. by applying a XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations) script to them. This approach exhibits various advantages:
1. It requires minimal knowledge regarding the system that provides the data. Only the
structure of the data is necessary to be known.
2. A generic mechanism can be implemented that, instead of providing transformed data
to a single structure, it can produce different results depending on the XSLT script applied on the initial data.
3. In the case of an HTTP API, different types of content responses can be produced, e.g.
JSON, XML, plain text, HTML, etc.
In this context, the ability to relate an XSL file to a schema profile was implemented in semantics.gr. To all instances (records) of the catalog described by a schema profile, the stored XSL
transformation can be applied. In the case of CatRIS, two XSL files were related to the schema
profile of SPs. The first is intended for transforming the full list of SPs and a single SP record.
The second is intended for transforming the full list of services and the services of a single SP
record.
Figure 38: UI components in the schema profile edit page of semantics.gr. The user can upload a transformation file (XSL) and assign a name to the transformation

For more details regarding the XSL scripts see Annex 3.
The scripts were stored under the schema profile of the SPs’ catalog. The reason for this is the
fact that under the MERIL-2 data model, and thus under the semantics.gr CatRIS ontology, a
service is a sub-entity related to an SP. Therefore, to extract services one needs to retrieve the
full list of SPs first.
In order to retrieve a transformed dataset, one can use either the aforementioned API calls or a
set of buttons available on the page that includes the full list of SPs and on the page that contains a single SP record.
Figure 39: Upper part of the semantics.gr browse page that includes the full list of SPs. The buttons
CatRIS Providers and CatRIS Services provide the corresponding functionality.
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Figure 40: Upper part of the semantics.gr view page that includes a single SP record. The buttons CatRIS
Providers and CatRIS Services provide the corresponding functionality.

Both API calls and UI functionality use the semantics.gr native API calls to retrieve RDF/XML
datasets and then apply the XSL transformations to produce the required results.
4.1.4.4 Response to the CatRIS data request
In order to provide the requested data back to CatRIS, an appropriate HTTP response call is
issued.
4.1.4.5 Security
The approach of an API key was used to handle authorization of users and grant access to
resources. Also, the HTTPS protocol is used for all systemic communications and logged in
user browsing.

4.2

General Interoperability APIs

The Interoperability layer of CatRIS (see bottom layer in Figure 1) enables the exchange of data
from the CatRIS platform with external systems. It implements APIs for the automatic population
and synchronisation of services from individual RIs as well as APIs to export data to third-party
stakeholders including the Catalogue of the EOSC Portal. The service catalogue itself and each
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service resource are described by a clear set of metadata, defined by the SDT v2.0 and instantiated in JSON Schema. Detailed documentation of the representation of the CatRIS content
(e.g. services, service providers, indicators) in JSON Schema is provider in the CatRIS Open
API specification16 and instructions page17, while indicative examples for the major CatRIS resources are presented in Annex 1 of this document.
Furthermore, each service is identified by a unique CatRIS ID, which is generated by the portal
based on unique characteristics of the service, such as the service provider, the service internal
ID and the service version.
In brief, the CatRIS APIs offer the functionality: a) for an RI service provider to connect to the
gateway and programmatically populate the catalogue with new services or update existing
services, b) to ingest/exchange data with other catalogues including the Catalogue of Services
of the European Open Science Cloud18, c) to expose service information from the CatRIS gateway to external third-party applications. Next, we describe the CatRIS APIs in more detail.

4.2.1 API functionality overview
The CatRIS APIs allow to manage the entire lifecycle of the catalogue elements, i.e. from data
collection from the service providers to data provisioning to third party systems. Below, we
briefly enumerate a set of actions that can be supported by the CatRIS APIs, distinguishing
them into two categories: (a) Ingestion and management of catalogue information and (b) provisioning of catalogue information.
4.2.1.1 Ingestion and management of CatRIS catalogue information
The automatic update of a service in the CatRIS Portal can be performed either via a PUSH
method, where the service manager is responsible for publishing information in the CatRIS Portal or a PULL method, where the CatRIS Portal harvests new updates from a remote endpoint
offered by the service provider. More specifically, the two options for the service updating are:
• A service provider posts updated information in the CatRIS Portal in an ad-hoc manner
through the dedicated update API of the CatRIS Portal or;
• A service provider updates its own catalogue and automatically synchronizes all changes in
the CatRIS Portal. The CatRIS Portal collects, validates and integrates this information at a
regular basis.
The first option covers arbitrary updates, in which a service provider wishes to explicitly update
information in the catalogue (e.g. a new version of a service is available), whereas the second
option covers updates usually performed at a regular basis, e.g. updates in the performance
indicators of a service, which are published e.g. every day or on other intervals defined by the
service provider according to their internal management practices.
A prerequisite for a service provider to be able to use the API and update a resource in the
CatRIS is to register its organisation in the CatRIS Portal and receive a unique ID, as well as
an authentication token, which can be used in all API calls (see Section 4.2.3 for detailed guidelines). Then, the service provider is able to perform the following actions on the CatrIS Portal:
•
•
•
•

Update of information of an existing list of Services via a pull method.
Update of information of a new Service via a push method.
Validate an update of a Service via a push method.
Update of information of a Service Provider via a push method.

16

https://www.portal.catris.eu/openapi

17

https://www.portal.catris.eu/developers

18

catalogue.eosc-portal.eu
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• Addition of a new measurement for a Service performance indicator via a push method.
4.2.1.2 Provisioning of CatRIS Catalogue information
This set of actions represents use cases for offering catalogue information to third parties
through the REST API of the CatRIS Portal. The CatRIS Portal offers a facility for a remote
system to request and get catalogue information via a variety of API methods. In particular, it
allows to:
• Retrieve Information about a Service, such as:
o Get the most current version of a specific service providing the service ID;
o Get a past version of a specific service providing the service ID and a version identifier;
o Get a list of services based on a set of IDs;
o Get a list of all services in the CatRIS Catalogue;
o Get all services in the catalogue organised by an attribute, e.g. by categories;
o Filter a list of services based on a set of filters.
• Retrieve information about a Provider such as:
o Get provider’s data providing the provider ID;
o Get a list of all service providers in the catalogue;
o Get a list of services offered by a provider;
• Retrieve information about Indicators and CatRIS usage statistics such as:
o Get all indicators associated with a service;
o Get indicator measurements collected for a service;
o Get service orders per day for a service;
o Get visits per day for a service;
o Get favourites per day for a service;
o Get average ratings per day for a service;
o Get aggregate visits per day for all services offered by a provider;
o Get aggregate service orders per day for all services offered by a provider;
o Get aggregate favourites per day for all services offered by a provider;
o Get average ratings per day for all services offered by a provider;
o Get percentage of visits for all services offered by a provider;
• Retrieve auxiliary information about list of values (i.e. vocabularies) used in CatRIS, such
as:
o Get all categories/subcategories used in CatRIS;
o Get the values of enumerated fields in the service description, such as the Life Cycle
Status of a service, etc.
• Retrieve information about a Funder such as:
o Get funder’s data providing the funder ID;
o Get a list of all funders in the catalogue;

4.2.2 API Specification
In this section, we describe in detail the CatRIS API, which comprises a lightweight web service
with a REST interface, providing to remote systems easy access to the CatRIS catalogue. An
API (Application Programming Interface) is a protocol intended to be used as an interface by
software components to communicate with each other. The CatRIS API documentation19 is a
living document, generated using frameworks compliant with OpenAPI Specification 2.0. Instructions on using the CatRIS API are available at: https://www.portal.catris.eu/developers.

19

https://www.portal.catris.eu/openapi
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4.2.2.1 The CatRIS API technology stack
The CatRIS catalogue employs well-established web technologies, i.e. HTTP REST, for the
implementation of its API methods. HTTP defines a set of request methods to indicate the desired action to be performed for a given service resource. Each of these methods (referred to
as HTTP verbs) implements a different action. The primary or most-commonly-used HTTP verbs
are POST, GET, PUT, PATCH, and DELETE. These correspond to create, read, update, and
delete (or CRUD) operations, respectively, as shown in Table 3: HTTP verbs used in the CatRIS
API and their operations . The CatRIS API makes use of these methods for offering RESTFul
Web Services for the monitoring and management of the service catalogue. Representational
State Transfer (REST) is an architectural style that specifies constraints, such as the uniform
interface, that if applied to a web service induces desirable properties, such as performance,
scalability, and modifiability, that enable services to work best on the Web. In the REST architectural style, data and functionality are considered resources and are accessed using Uniform
Resource Identifiers (URIs), typically links on the Web. The resources are acted upon by using
a set of simple, well-defined operations. The REST architectural style is designed to use a stateless communication protocol, typically HTTP. In the REST architecture style, clients and servers
exchange representations of resources by using a standardized interface and protocol.
Table 3: HTTP verbs used in the CatRIS API and their operations
Operation
Query Catalogue Resources

Uniform API
Operation

Description

GET

GET must be used to retrieve a
representation of a service

Create of a Catalogue Resource

POST

POST must be used to create a
new resource

Update of a Catalogue Resource

PUT

PUT must be used to make a complete replacement of the resource
in the catalogue

Apply partial modifications to a catalogue resource.

PATCH

PATCH must be used to apply minor modification to a resource object.

Remove a Catalogue Resource

DELETE

DELETE must be used to remove
a resource

4.2.2.2 The CatRIS API methods overview
The API methods are organised in controllers according to the type of information offered by
each method, i.e. a controller is a set of API methods used for posting or retrieving information
from the CatRIS Gateway. The API controllers and the functionality it offers are the following:
• Service Controller. It offers the functionality for managing a service resource, such as:
o adding, i.e. registering, a new service resource in the CatRIS Gateway,
o updating an existing service resource description,
o validating the registration or update of a service resource without it actually being added/
modified in the registry,
o retrieving the most current version of a specific service providing the service ID,
o retrieving a past version of a specific service providing the service ID and a version
identifier,
o retrieving a list of services based on a set of IDs,
o retrieving a list of all services in the CatRIS Catalogue,
o retrieving all services in the catalogue organised by an attribute, e.g. get service organised in categories,
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o retrieving a list of services based on a set of filters,
Provider Controller: It offers the functionality for managing a service provider resource,
such as:
o updating an existing provider information,
o retrieving all service providers in the catalogue,
o retrieving a service provider description providing the provider ID,
o retrieving a list of services offered by a provider,
Funder Controller: It offers the functionality for managing a funder resource, such as:
o retrieving all funders in the catalogue, along with the list of services funded by each
funder
o retrieving a funder description providing the funder ID, along with the list of services
funded by this funder
o retrieving aggregated statistics for all vocabularies in the catalogue for services funded
by a funder, providing the funder ID
Indicator Controller: It offers the functionality for managing a KPI definition, i.e. indicator
resource, such as:
o adding, i.e. registering, a new indicator resource in the CatRIS Gateway,
o updating an existing indicator resource,
o retrieving the definition of an indicator providing the indicator ID,
Measurement Controller: It offers the functionality for managing a KPI measurement, i.e.
measurement resource, such as:
o adding a new measurement for a service in the CatRIS Gateway,
o updating an existing measurement,
o retrieving the measurements of an indicator for a specific service,
Statistics Controller: It offers the functionality for retrieving statistics collected in CatRIS
Gateway, such as:
o retrieving visits per day for a service,
o retrieving favourites per day for a service,
o retrieving average ratings per day for a service,
o retrieving aggregate visits per day for all services offered by a provider,
o retrieving aggregate favourites per day for all services offered by a provider,
o retrieving average ratings per day for all services offered by a provider,
o retrieving percentage of visits for all services offered by a provider,
Vocabulary Controller: It offers the functionality to retrieve the vocabularies used in the
CatRIS Gateway.

An overview of the methods offered by each controller is shown in Table 4. All methods are
available at the following base url: https://www.portal.catris.eu/api.
Table 4: An overview of the CatRIS API methods
Controller
Service

Type

Method Name

Description

Requires Auth
Token

POST

/service

Creates, i.e. registers, a new service
resource in the
CatRIS Gateway

YES

PUT

/service

Updates an existing
service resource
description, keeping
a version of revisions

YES
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GET

/service/all

Filters a list of services based on a
set of filters (if
empty gets the list
of all services in the
Catalogue)

NO

GET

/service/by/{field}

Gets all services in
the catalogue organised by a field,
e.g. get service organized in categories

NO

GET

/service/byID/{ids}

Gets a list of services based on a
set of IDs

NO

POST

/service/validate

Validates the registration or update of
a service resource
without it actually
being added/modified in the registry

YES

GET

/service/{id}

Gets the most current version of a
specific service
providing the service ID

NO

GET

/service/{id}/{version}

Gets the specified
version of a Service, providing the
Service id and version.

NO

PUT

/provider

Updates an existing
provider’s info,
keeping a version
of revisions

YES

GET

/provider/all

Filters a list of service providers
based on a set of
filters (if empty gets
the list of all providers in the Catalogue)

NO

GET

/provider/services/{id}

Gets a list of services offered by a
provider

NO

GET

/provider/{id}

Gets provider’s data
given the provider
id

NO

GET

/funder/all

Filters a list of Funders based on a set
of filters

NO

GET

/funder/{id}

Gets the Funder
with the given id.

NO
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POST

/indicator

Creates a new indicator

YES

GET

/indicator/all

Filters a list of Indicators based on a
set of filters

NO

GET

/indicator/{id}

Gets the indicator
given its ID

NO

POST

/measurement

Creates a new
measurement

YES

PUT

/measurement

Updates an existing
measurement with
the given ID, keeping a version of revisions

YES

GET

/measurement/all

Filters a list of
measurement
based on a set of
filters

NO

GET

/measurement/latest/service/{id}

Gets the latest
measurements for
the specific service.

NO

GET

/measurement/service/{id}

Gets all measurements of the service
given the service ID

NO

GET

/measurement/{id}

Gets the measurement given its id

NO

GET

/stats/provider/favourites/{id}

Gets aggregate favourites per day for
all services offered
by a provider

NO

GET

/stats/provider/ratings/{id}

Gets average ratings per day for all
services offered by
a provider

NO

GET

/stats/provider/visitation/{id}

Gets percentage of
visits for all services
offered by a provider

NO

GET

/stats/provider/visits/{id}

Gets aggregate visits per day for all
services offered by
a provider

NO

GET

/stats/service/favourites/{id}

Gets favourites per
day for a service

NO

GET

/stats/service/ratings/{id}

Gets average ratings per day for a
service

NO

GET

/stats/service/visits/{id}

Gets visits per day
for a service

NO

DELETE

/vocabulary

Deletes a vocabulary

YES
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Delete All Vocs

YES

/vocabulary

Creates a new vocabulary

YES

PUT

/vocabulary

Updates a vocabulary

YES

POST

/vocabulary/addAll

Adds all new Vocabularies

YES

GET

/vocabulary/all

Filter a list of vocabularies based on a
set of filters

NO

GET

/vocabulary/byType

Get a Map of vocabulary types and
their respective entries

NO

GET

/vocabulary/byType/{type}

Get vocabularies by
type

NO

GET

/vocabulary/countries/EU

Returns a list of EU
countries

NO

GET

/vocabulary/countries/WW

Returns a list of
WW countries

NO

GET

/vocabulary/vocabularyMap

Returns a map
structure of vocabularies

NO

GET

/vocabulary/vocabularyTree/{type}

Returns a tree
structure of Categories

NO

GET

/vocabulary/{id}

Get vocabulary by
ID

NO

4.2.3 API usage guidelines for Services Providers
This section provides guidelines – in the form of a step-by-step example – for a service provider
to start using the API for adding and updating service information in the CatRIS Portal.
4.2.3.1 Add a new Service
1. Step 1. Start from the documentation, i.e. https://www.portal.catris.eu/developers and
https://www.portal.catris.eu/openapi.
2. Step 2. Register your organisation in CatRIS.
o Signup as a new Service provider following the registration process20.
3. Step 3. Export one or more services to JSON according to the SDT v2.0.
o For indicative examples of Service and Service Provider represented as JSON
objects according to the SDT v2.0., see the aforementioned Open API link as
well as Annex 1.
4. Step 4. Using the AAI service21 of the EOSC Portal, retrieve a new API token.

20
21

https://www.portal.catris.eu/newServiceProvider
https://aai.eosc-portal.eu/eic-api/token.php
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o Any subsequent request to the API using that cookie, is authenticated.
5. Step 5. Validate the service description
o Validate that the service is well formed by calling the POST/service/validate
method.
6. Step 6. Make a POST Service call to add the new service in the catalogue.
o Upon success you get a new service ID.
7. Step 7. The new service is registered and visible in the CatRIS Portal. You may validate
the addition by calling the GET/service/{id} and providing the service id.
4.2.3.2 Update an existing Service
1. Repeat Steps 1-5.
2. Step 6. Make a PUT/Service call to update the service in the catalogue.
o Upon success you get the service ID
3. Step 7. The service is updated and visible in the CatRIS Portal. You may validate the
update by calling the GET/service/{id} and providing the service id.

4.2.4 Synchronization between a remote and the CatRIS catalogue
The CatRIS software platform allows for a two-way synchronization with a service provider,
which uses the same software for their catalogue. This way, when a service provider adds a
new service in its own catalogue the new addition is automatically synchronized in the CatRIS
Catalogue, via the use of the appropriate API calls. This synchronization can happen in either
push or pull mode.
4.2.4.1 Push mode
The CatRIS catalogue software supports the functionality to notify another instance of the catalogue about changes in its contents, in a source/target fashion. Whenever a service is created
or updated in the source catalogue, the REST API of the target catalogue is called to perform
the exact same action. Each of these methods needs two values to work properly:
1. The host, i.e. the CatRIS API URL22, where the synchronization will take place.
2. The token needed for the provider to authorize the synchronization.
Both of these values are configured through the registry.properties file and a restTemplate
(used to make REST calls) is created with the required parameters (host url, method).
For each call, if all values pass the validation, the call is successful and the Service is synchronized to the CatRIS catalogue.
If at least one value fails the validation (e.g. wrong token), then the call fails and is inserted in a
queue. This queue consists of failed calls. Another service, called ScheduleService, is assigned
with the task to periodically check the queue (for failed Services) and retry the corresponding
calls (every 10 mins).
Making use of the CatRIS Software backend, a 3rd party provider can automate the process of
maintaining its own catalogue and in the same time propagate changes to the central CatRIS
catalogue.
4.2.4.2 Pull mode – ResourceSync
The CatRIS software platform offers its service descriptions to any interested client (be it another instance of the catalogue software or a completely unrelated client) via different APIs. The
main API is described in section 4.2.1, but this API is CatRIS specific and does not implement
a widely-accepted protocol. For this reason, CatRIS offers an implementation of the ResourceSync API23, a “framework for the web consisting of various capabilities that allow third22
23

https://www.portal.catris.eu/api.
https://www.openarchives.org/rs/toc
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party systems to remain synchronized with a server's evolving resources”. Through this API, the
catalogue can publish the changes in its contents (i.e. create/delete/update) in a given time
period.
Interested clients can query this API and effectively harvest the CatRIS catalogue. Since the
time period of the changes is a client supplied parameter, ResourceSync can be used to either
harvest the catalogue in its entirety or periodically harvest only the changes since the previous
harvest.
The use of ResourceSync (instead of a custom API) offers a widely accepted protocol for potential clients, enabling them to reuse existing implementations of ResourceSync clients, available in all major programming languages. The CatRIS software platform is not able to harvest
from ResourceSync APIs yet but this is a functionality that can be added in the future, should
the need arises.
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5 Implemented and remaining functionality
The following table summarizes the implemented functionality of the 2nd Release of the CatRIS
Portal, with respect to the functional specifications of the gateway, defined in D5.1. For each
functional specification, its implementation status is provided, considering four stages:
•
•

•

Implemented denotes a fully functional implementation of the respective specification,
with or without potential improvements to be planned for next releases.
Partially Implemented denotes a partial implementation of the specification, meaning
either that (i) a significant part of the specification is developed, however, the implementation is not yet functional or (ii) a significant subset of the related functionalities to the
specification is implemented and fully functional, however, more individual functionalities
still need to be implemented for the specification to be considered fully covered.
Pending denotes that the particular specification is planned to be implemented in an
upcoming release.

Additionally, for each specification, a brief comment on future implementation steps is given in
the last column of the table.
Table 5: Implemented Functionality in the 2nd Release of the CatRIS Portal
Functional Specification

Implementation
Status

Comments and
Implementation Plan

FS-CBS-01 - View classification information of services/resources

Implemented in Release 1

Fully functional implementation –
Improvements performed in Release 2

FS-CBS-02 - Search services/resources using keywords

Implemented in Release 1

Fully functional implementation –
Improvements performed in Release 2

FS-CBS-03 - View and search
services/resources using filters

Implemented in Release 1

Fully functional implementation –
Improvements performed in Release 2

FS-CBS-04 - View detailed
characteristics of a service/resource

Implemented in Release 1

Fully functional implementation –
Potential improvements in upcoming releases

FS-CBS-05 - Navigate to the
service/resource at the remote
service provider

Implemented in Release 1

Fully functional implementation

FS-CBS-06 - Compare a list of
services /resources w.r.t. a set
of attributes

Implemented in Release 1

Fully functional implementation –
Potential improvements in upcoming releases

FS-CBS-07 - Sort service/resource search results

Implemented in Release 2

To be fully implemented by Release 2

FS-CBS-08 - View number of
service/resource requests

Partially
Implemented in Release 1

Fully functional implementation
Improvements performed in Release 2

Completed in Release 2
FS-EUI-01 - Register as an
authenticated user

Implemented in Release 1

FS-EUI-02 - Login/Logout as
authenticated user

Implemented in Release 1

Completed in Release 2

Fully functional implementation
Improvements performed in Release 2
Fully functional implementation
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Implemented in Release 2

Fully functional implementation –
Potential improvements in upcoming releases

Pending

To be fully implemented by Release 3
Fully functional implementation –
Potential improvements in upcoming releases

FS-EUI-05 - Add/remove favourite services

Implemented in Release 1

FS-EUI-06 - Add/remove favourite category

Pending

To be fully implemented by Release 3

FS-EUI-07 - Subscribe/Unsubscribe to catalogue updates
and alerts

Partially
Implemented in Release 2

To be fully implemented by Release 3

FS-EUI-08 - Get recommendations for new services based
on similar users

Pending

To be fully implemented by Release 3

FS-EUI-09 - Get recommendations for new services based
on similar services

Pending

To be fully implemented by Release 3

FS-EUI-10 - View list of services based on user profile

Pending

To be fully implemented by Release 3

FS-EUI-11 - Allow different
views of services for different
user groups

Pending

To be fully implemented by Release 3

FS-EUI-12 - Query service
providers for details on selected services
FS-EUI-13 - Book a service for
a specific timeslot

Implemented in Release 1
Completed in Release 2
Pending

Fully functional implementation –
Improvements performed in Release 2
To be fully implemented by Release 3

FS-SPI-01 - Register as provider

Implemented in Release 1

Fully functional implementation –
Improvements performed in Release 2

FS-SPI-02 - Login/Logout as
provider

Implemented in Release 1

Fully functional implementation –
Improvements performed in Release 2

FS-SPI-03 - Register a service/resource

Implemented in Release 1

Fully functional implementation –
Improvements performed in Release 2

FS-SPI-04 - Update a service/resource

Implemented in Release 1

Fully functional implementation –
Improvements performed in Release 2

FS-SPI-05 - Delete a service/resource

Partially Implemented in Release 1

Fully functional implementation –
Potential improvements in upcoming releases

Completed in Release 2
FS-SPI-06 - Publish or unpublish a service/resource

Implemented in Release 2

Fully functional implementation –
Potential improvements in
upcoming releases

FS-SPI-07 - View list of services/resources associated
with the provider

Implemented in Release 1

Fully functional implementation –
Improvements performed in
Release 2

Completed in Release 2
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FS-SPI-08 - View log of actions applied to a service/resource

Partially
Implemented in Release 2

FS-SPI-09 - View statistics
and visualizations on a service/resource

Partially Implemented in
Release 1

FS-SPI-10 - Publish and update service availability calendars
FS-VA-01 - Visualize service/resource distribution
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To be fully implemented by
Release 3
Fully functional implementation

Completed in Release 2
Pending

To be fully implemented by Release 3

Partially Implemented in
Release 1

Fully functional implementation

Completed in Release 2
FS-VA-02 - Visualize classifications of services/resources
with a colour coding

Pending

FS-CI-01 - Programmatically
insert a new service/resource

Implemented

FS-CI-02 - Programmatically
update a service/resource

Implemented

FS-CI-03 - Expose service/resource data in third parties

Implemented

FS-AF-01 - Approve/reject a
provider registration

in Release 2

in Release 2

in Release 2
Implemented in Release 1
Completed in Release 2

FS-AF-02 - Add/remove a provider user

Implemented

FS-AF-03 - Approve/reject a
service/resource registration

Implemented

in Release 1

in Release 1

To be fully implemented by Release 3
Fully functional implementation –
Potential improvements in
upcoming releases
Fully functional implementation –
Potential improvements in
upcoming releases
Fully functional implementation –
Potential improvements in
upcoming releases
Fully functional implementation –
Improvements performed in
Release 2
Fully functional implementation –
Potential improvements in
upcoming releases
Fully functional implementation –
Improvements performed in
Release 2 –
Potential improvements in
upcoming releases

FS-AF-04 - Moderate user
comments and actions

Pending

To be fully implemented by Release 3

FS-AF-05 - Manage vocabulary/classification content

Pending

To be fully implemented by Release 3

Apart from the initial functional specifications, additional specifications have surfaced based on
the continuous user feedback elicitation towards improving the functionality and usability of the
portal. The following table summarized these specifications, which, in their majority, have already been addressed in the portal’s 2nd release.
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Table 6: Additional Functionality prescribed and implemented in the 2nd Release of the CatRIS Portal
Implementation
Status – Release 2

Comments and
Implementation Plan

FS-ADD-01 – Temporarily saving progress of adding a new service provider

Implemented

Fully functional implementation –
Potential improvements in upcoming releases

FS-ADD-02 – Temporarily saving progress of adding a new service template

Implemented

FS-ADD-03 – Email notifications on all
steps of the registration process

Implemented

FS-ADD-04 – Email notifications on all
SP user changes on SP or service profiles

Implemented

FS-ADD-05 – Export and download information of the required fields for SP
and service registration

Implemented

Additional Specification

in Release 2

in Release 2

in Release 2

in Release 2

in Release 2

Fully functional implementation –
Potential improvements in upcoming releases
Fully functional implementation –
Potential improvements in upcoming releases
Fully functional implementation –
Potential improvements in upcoming releases
Fully functional implementation –
Potential improvements in upcoming releases

Shortly, out of 41 initially prescribed functional specifications, 28 are fully implemented and 2
are partially implemented at the 2nd Release of the CatRIS Portal, with the remaining 11 ones
planned for the 3rd Release. Further, an additional set of 5 functional specifications where elicited by user feedback and implemented within the 2nd Release of the Portal.
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6 Conclusions
D5.3 presents the 2nd Release of the CatRIS Portal, offering enhanced service registration,
search and presentation facilities, rich visualization and messaging functionality and a rich API
ensuring its interoperability with existing catalogues and third parties. The implemented functionality adheres to the development timeline of CatRIS, implementing all planned functionality
for the 2nd Release of the catalogue, as well as integrating user feedback as additional functional specifications. The deviation in the final submission date of the deliverable from the
planned due date is attributed to the integration of late arriving requirements, changes and feedback regarding the population of CatRIs from the MERIL database; however, it does not affect
the timeline of WP5 or the CatRIS project in general. In particular, the CatRIS Portal is now a
production system, with new users constantly exploring the functionality and providing their
feedback on issues and/or improvements. While the 2nd Release of the Portal was available to
the users well before M14, submitting the respective D5.3 at M15 was a deliberate choice: we
chose to delay the deliverable so that we were able to document important improvements in the
Portal (e.g. temporary save and extended messaging functionality), providing thus a more complete documentation of the currently implemented Portal functionality.
The next steps of our work comprise two directions: (a) Continuous integration of new functionality towards achieving the planned goals for the final release of the CatRIS Portal at M20. This
includes incorporation of advanced personalization mechanisms for RI users and SP users of
the Portal, user feedback mechanisms and service recommendation functionality; (b) Continuous support of user assessment processes, that will guide the further development of the Portal
and maximize its alignment with end user requirements and needs.
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Annex 1
In this annex, the detailed schema of the major CatRIS objects/resources is provided in the form
of JSON Schema, followed by an example of the specific resource. Note that the attributes and
semantics of these resources are thoroughly presented in D4.3. This annex focuses on presenting the instantiation of the schemas of these resources within CatRIS. Next, the schema for
Service, Service Provider, Funder Indicator, Measurement and Statistics is given.
Figure 41: Service Schema

{
"properties": {
"id": {
"type": "string"
},
"name": {
"type": "string"
},
"url": {
"type": "string"
},
"description": {
"type": "string"
},
"logo": {
"type": "string"
},
"multimediaUrls": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"tagline": {
"type": "string"
},
"userValue": {
"type": "string"
},
"userBaseList": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"useCases": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"options": {
"type": "array",
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"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"id": {
"type": "string"
},
"name": {
"type": "string"
},
"url": {
"type": "string"
},
"description": {
"type": "string"
},
"logo": {
"type": "string"
},
"contacts": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"firstName": {
"type": "string"
},
"lastName": {
"type": "string"
},
"email": {
"type": "string"
},
"tel": {
"type": "string"
},
"position": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"required": [
"firstName",
"lastName",
"email",
"tel"
]
}
]
},
"attributes": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
}
},
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"required": [
"id",
"name",
"url",
"description",
"contacts"
]
}
]
},
"endpoint": {
"type": "string"
},
"providers": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"scientificSubdomains": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"subcategories": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"targetUsers": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"languages": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"places": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
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]
},
"accessTypes": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"accessModes": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"funders": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"tags": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"phase": {
"type": "string"
},
"trl": {
"type": "string"
},
"version": {
"type": "string"
},
"lastUpdate": {
"type": "null"
},
"changeLog": {
"type": "string"
},
"certifications": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"standards": {
"type": "array",
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"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"orderType": {
"type": "string"
},
"order": {
"type": "string"
},
"sla": {
"type": "string"
},
"termsOfUse": {
"type": "string"
},
"privacyPolicy": {
"type": "string"
},
"accessPolicy": {
"type": "string"
},
"paymentModel": {
"type": "string"
},
"pricing": {
"type": "string"
},
"userManual": {
"type": "string"
},
"adminManual": {
"type": "string"
},
"training": {
"type": "string"
},
"helpdesk": {
"type": "string"
},
"monitoring": {
"type": "string"
},
"maintenance": {
"type": "string"
},
"contacts": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"firstName": {
"type": "string"
},
"lastName": {
"type": "string"
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},
"email": {
"type": "string"
},
"tel": {
"type": "string"
},
"position": {
"type": "string"
}

},
"required": [
"firstName",
"lastName",
"email",
"tel"
]
}
]
},
"requiredServices": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"relatedServices": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"relatedPlatforms": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"aggregatedServices": {
"type": "integer"
},
"publications": {
"type": "integer"
},
"datasets": {
"type": "integer"
},
"software": {
"type": "integer"
},
"applications": {
"type": "integer"
},
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"otherProducts": {
"type": "integer"
}
},
"required": [
"id",
"name",
"url",
"description",
"logo",
"providers",
"scientificSubdomains",
"subcategories",
"targetUsers",
"languages",
"places",
"orderType",
"contacts"
],
"title": "Service"
}

Figure 42: Service Example

{
"id": "developers.test",
"name": "Test",
"url": "https://test.com",
"description": "description",
"logo":
"https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcR6XWZyRXNLb8t5_cp9aBpp_Z5jlL1rhfNC1zSv5YjhjFnETY-1&s",
"multimediaUrls": [
"https://multimedia1.com",
"https://multimedia2.com"
],
"tagline": "test for developers",
"userValue": "user value",
"userBaseList": [
"user1",
"user2"
],
"useCases": [
"case1",
"case2"
],
"options": [
{
"id": "74cdd0ab-a2fa-4218-b0e1-64473b0eef5f",
"name": "Option1",
"url": "https://option1.com",
"description": "Option1 desc",
"logo": "https://option1logo.com",
"contacts": [
{
"firstName": "Mike",
"lastName": "Z",
"email": "mikez@google.com",
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"tel": "0123456789",
"position": "TOP"
}
],
"attributes": [
"attribute1",
"attribute2"
]
}
],
"endpoint": "https://endpoint.com",
"providers": [
"developers"
],
"scientificSubdomains": [
"scientific_subdomain-engineering_and_technology-industrial_biotechnology",
"scientific_subdomain-natural_sciences-information_sciences"
],
"subcategories": [
"subcategory-access_physical_and_eInfrastructures-material_storage-quality_inspecting",
"subcategory-access_physical_and_eInfrastructures-network-content_delivery_network"
],
"targetUsers": [
"target_users-service_providers",
"target_users-research_infrastructure_managers"
],
"languages": [
"english",
"southern_sotho"
],
"places": [
"EU",
"WW"
],
"accessTypes": [
"access_type-virtual",
"access_type-remote"
],
"accessModes": [
"access_mode-wide_access",
"access_mode-excellence_driven"
],
"funders": [
"eaer",
"mpg"
],
"tags": [
"tag1",
"tag2"
],
"phase": "phase-production",
"trl": "trl-3",
"version": "v1.0",
"lastUpdate": null,
"changeLog": "changelog",
"certifications": [
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"cert1",
"cert2"
],
"standards": [
"standard1",
"standard2"
],
"orderType": "order_type-fully_open_access",
"order": "https://order.com",
"sla": "https://sla.com",
"termsOfUse": "https://termsOfUse.com",
"privacyPolicy": "https://privacypolicy.com",
"accessPolicy": "https://accesspolicy.com",
"paymentModel": "https://paymentmodel.com",
"pricing": "https://pricing.com",
"userManual": "https://usermanual.com",
"adminManual": "https://adminmanual.com",
"training": "https://training.com",
"helpdesk": "https://helpdesk.com",
"monitoring": "https://monitoring.com",
"maintenance": "https://maintenance.com",
"contacts": [
{
"firstName": "Mike",
"lastName": "Z",
"email": "mikez@google.com",
"tel": "0123456789",
"position": "Manager"
}
],
"requiredServices": [
"reqService1",
"reqService2"
],
"relatedServices": [
"relService1",
"relService2"
],
"relatedPlatforms": [
"plat1",
"plat2"
],
"aggregatedServices": 1,
"publications": 2,
"datasets": 3,
"software": 4,
"applications": 5,
"otherProducts": 6
}

Figure 43: Service Provider Schema

{
"properties": {
"id": {
"type": "string"
},
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"name": {
"type": "string"
},
"acronym": {
"type": "string"
},
"website": {
"type": "string"
},
"description": {
"type": "string"
},
"logo": {
"type": "string"
},
"multimedia": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"types": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"categories": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"esfriDomains": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"tags": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"lifeCycleStatus": {
"type": "string"
},
"location": {
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"type": "object",
"properties": {
"name": {
"type": "string"
},
"street": {
"type": "string"
},
"number": {
"type": "string"
},
"postalCode": {
"type": "string"
},
"city": {
"type": "string"
},
"region": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"required": [
"name",
"street",
"number",
"postalCode",
"city",
"region"
]
},
"coordinatingCountry": {
"type": "string"
},
"participatingCountries": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"contacts": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"firstName": {
"type": "string"
},
"lastName": {
"type": "string"
},
"email": {
"type": "string"
},
"tel": {
"type": "string"
},
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"position": {
"type": "string"
}

},
"required": [
"firstName",
"lastName",
"email",
"tel"
]
}
]
},
"hostingLegalEntity": {
"type": "string"
},
"legalStatus": {
"type": "string"
},
"esfri": {
"type": "string"
},
"networks": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"areasOfActivity": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"societalGrandChallenges": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"nationalRoadmap": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"users": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"id": {
"type": "string"
},
"email": {
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"type": "string"
},
"name": {
"type": "string"
},
"surname": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"required": [
"email"
]
}
]
}
},
"required": [
"id",
"name",
"acronym",
"website",
"description",
"logo",
"types",
"categories",
"lifeCycleStatus",
"location",
"coordinatingCountry",
"contacts",
"users"
],
"title": "Provider"
}

Figure 44: Service Provider Example

{
"id": "developers",
"name": "Developers",
"acronym": "Dev",
"website": "https://developers.com",
"description": "We develop!",
"logo":
"https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcRK8QcLyb7J8Vw1OOG8wNzyQX4JF8MDg-5i27w5dg5g62ShVbwV&s",
"multimedia": [
"https://multimedia1.com",
"https://multimedia2.com"
],
"types": [
"provider_type-virtual",
"provider_type-single_sited"
],
"categories": [
"provider_category-in_situ_marine_freshwater_observatories",
"provider_category-telemedicine_laboratories_and_ehealth_technologies"
],
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"esfriDomains": [
"provider_esfri_domain-physical_sciences_and_engineering",
"provider_esfri_domain-environment"
],
"tags": [
"welovedevs",
"devsarethebest"
],
"lifeCycleStatus": "provider_life_cycle_status-under_construction",
"location": {
"name": "ARC",
"street": "Epidayrou",
"number": "1",
"postalCode": "12345",
"city": "Athens",
"region": "Attica"
},
"coordinatingCountry": "GR",
"participatingCountries": [
"GR",
"FR"
],
"contacts": [
{
"firstName": "Mike",
"lastName": "Z",
"email": "mikez.google.com",
"tel": "0123456789",
"position": "ADC"
}
],
"hostingLegalEntity": "LCS",
"legalStatus":
"provider_legal_status-university_or_higher_education_institution",
"esfri": "provider_esfri-node",
"networks": [
"provider_networks-accesible",
"provider_networks-appec"
],
"areasOfActivity": [
"provider_area_of_activity-other",
"provider_area_of_activity-basic_research"
],
"societalGrandChallenges": [
"provider_societal_grand_challenges-wellbeing",
"provider_societal_grand_challenges-europe_in_a_changing_world"
],
"nationalRoadmap": true,
"users": [
{
"id": "104434678526479744021@google.com",
"email": "atosise@gmail.com",
"name": "mike",
"surname": "mike"
}
]
}
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Figure 45: Funder Schema

{
"properties": {
"id": {
"type": "string"
},
"fundingOrganisation": {
"type": "string"
},
"organisationLocalLanguage": {
"type": "string"
},
"acronym": {
"type": "string"
},
"country": {
"type": "string"
},
},
"required": [
"id",
"fundingOrganisation",
"organisationLocalLanguage",
"acronym",
"country"
],
"title": "Funder"
}

Figure 46: Funder Example

{
"id": "uefiscdi - cncs",
"fundingOrganisation": "Executive Agency for Higher Education, Research, Development and Innovation Funding",
"organisationLocalLanguage": "Unitatea Executiva pentru Finantarea
Invatamantului Superior, a Cercetarii, Dezvoltarii si Inovarii",
"acronym": "UEFISCDI - CNCS",
"country": "Romania"
}

Figure 47: Indicator Schema

{
"properties": {
"description": {
"type": "string"
},
"dimensions": {
"items": {
"enum": ["time", "locations"]
},
"type": "array"
},
"id": {
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"type":
},
"name": {
"type":
},
"unit": {
"enum":
},
"unitName":
"type":
}
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"string"
"string"
["percentage", "numeric", "boolean"]
{
"string"

},
"required": [
"id",
"name",
"description",
"dimensions",
"unit",
"unitName"
],
"title": "SLT"
}

Figure 48: Indicator Example

{
"description": "A Service Reliability, i.e. the probability that an
item will function without failure under stated conditions for a speciﬁed
amount of time. “Stated conditions” indicate perquisite conditions external to the item being considered. For example, a stated condition for a
supercomputer might be that power and cooling must be available - thus a
failure of the power or cooling systems would not be considered a failure
of the supercomputer.",
"dimensions": [
"time"
],
"id": "reliability",
"name": "Reliability",
"unit": "percentage",
"unitName": "%"
}

Figure 49: Measurement Schema

{
"properties": {
"id": {
"type": "string"
},
"indicatorId": {
"type": "string"
},
"locations": {
"items": {
"type": "string"
},
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"type": "array"
},
"rangeValue": {
"properties": {
"fromValue": {
"type": "string"
},
"toValue": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"required": [
"fromValue",
"toValue"
],
"type": ["object"]
},
"serviceId": {
"type": "string"
},
"time": {
"type": ["string", "number"]
},
"value": {
"type": ["string"]
},
"valueIsRange": {
"type": "boolean"
}
},
"if": {
"properties": {
"valueIsRange": {
"const": false
}
}
},
"then": {
"required": ["value"],
"not": { "required" : ["rangeValue"] }
},
"else": {
"required": ["rangeValue"],
"not": { "required" : ["value"] }
},
"required": [
"id",
"indicatorId",
"serviceId",
"valueIsRange"
],
"title": "Funder"
}

Figure 50: Measurement Example

{
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"id": "measurementId",
"indicatorId": "deliverytime",
"locations": ["EU"],
"rangeValue": {
"fromValue": "10",
"toValue": "20"
},
"serviceId": "prace.prace_project_access",
"time": "1992-03-03",
"valueIsRange": true
}

Figure 51: Statistics Schema

{
"properties": {
"from": {
"type": "string"
},
"interval": {
"enum": [
"DAY",
"WEEK",
"MONTH",
"YEAR"
]
},
"to": {
"type": "string"
},
"type": {
"enum": [
"FAVOURITE",
"RATING"
]
}
},
"required": [
"type",
"from",
"to",
"interval"
],
"title": "Statistics-Events"
}

Figure 52: Statistics Example

{
"from": "01/01/2018",
"interval": "YEAR",
"to": "05/06/2019",
"type": "FAVOURITE"
}
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Annex 2
The data format for the data packages requested to semantics.gr and collected by the CatRIS
portal was dictated by the import capabilities of the CatRIS portal. More specifically, a JSON
structure and response type was chosen. The following listings provide the data schemas that
were used for the requests for both SP and service in the form of JSON. They are both a subset
of the complete schemas since the available data in the semantics.gr database do not cover
the entirety of the SDT.
Figure 53: The Service Provider JSON schema used by semantics.gr

{
"properties": {
"id": {
"type": "string"
},
"name": {
"type": "string"
},
"acronym": {
"type": "string"
},
"website": {
"type": "string"
},
"description": {
"type": "string"
},
"types": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"categories": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"esfriDomains": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"lifeCycleStatus": {
"type": "string"
},
"location": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"name": {
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"type": "string"
},
"street": {
"type": "string"
},
"postalCode": {
"type": "string"
},
"city": {
"type": "string"
},
"region": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"required": [
"name",
"street",
"postalCode",
"city",
"region"
]
},
"coordinatingCountry": {
"type": "string"
},
"participatingCountries": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"hostingLegalEntity": {
"type": "string"
},
"legalStatus": {
"type": "string"
},
"esfri": {
"type": "string"
},
"areasOfActivity": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"societalGrandChallenges": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
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},
"required": [
"id",
"name",
"acronym",
"website",
"description",
"types",
"categories",
"lifeCycleStatus",
"location",
"coordinatingCountry"
],
"title": "Provider"
}

Figure 54: The Service JSON schema used by semantics.gr

{
"properties": {
"id": {
"type": "string"
},
"name": {
"type": "string"
},
"description": {
"type": "string"
},
"providers": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"scientificSubdomains": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
},
"required": [
"id",
"name",
"description",
"providers",
"scientificSubdomains"
],
"title": "Service"
}
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Annex 3
The following is an example of an XML responses that is returned from the native semantics.gr
API call. It includes a single SP record.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:catris="https://www.semantics.gr/authorities/schemanamespaces/catris#"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">
<catris:Provider
rdf:about="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISMERILProvider/15673">
<catris:providerFullName xml:lang="en">European Research "Infrastructure for
the generation, phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models</catris:providerFullName>
<catris:providerAcronym
xml:lang="en">INFRAFR"ONTIER</catris:providerAcronym>
<catris:providerWebsite>http://www.infrafrontier.eu</catris:providerWebsite>
<catris:providerDescription>Europe urgently needs to find solutions for the
grand challenges in the area of human health. Mammalian models have proven to be a
vital resource for biomedical research to understand human diseases and to develop
treatments for them. Mouse studies have been key to breakthrough discoveries in the
functional basis of human health and diseases, to pre-clinical screening and drug
development. The INFRAFRONTIER Research Infrastructure provides access to high-quality, high-efficiency resources and data for the development, phenotyping, archiving
and distribution of mammalian models. Access is open for individual researchers and
for national, European and international research programmes. The national Mouse
Clinics organised in INFRAFRONTIER offer access to a comprehensive first-line systemic
phenotypic screening. They are perfectly equipped to provide customised deep-drilling
analyses tailored to the specific needs of a research project.</catris:providerDescription>
<catris:providerClassification>
<catris:ProviderClassification>
<catris:type
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISProviderType/466462865"/>
<catris:category
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISProviderDomain/541495665"/>
<catris:category
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISProviderDomain/1427389146"/>
<catris:scientificDomain rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISScientificDomain/28085212"/>
<catris:esfriDomain
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISProviderESFRIDomain/1164543031"/>
</catris:ProviderClassification>
</catris:providerClassification>
<catris:lifeCycleStatus
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISProviderLifeCycleStatus/781947241"/>
<catris:locationInfo>
<catris:ProviderLocation>
<catris:locationName>Infrafrontier GmbH</catris:locationName>
<catris:locationStreet>Ingolstaedter
Landstrasse
1</catris:locationStreet>
<catris:locationPostalCode>85764</catris:locationPostalCode>
<catris:locationCity>Neuherberg-Munich</catris:locationCity>
<catris:locationRegion>Bayern</catris:locationRegion>
<catris:coordinatingCountry
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISLocation/2145677234"/>
<catris:participatingCountry
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISLocation/1390498265"/>
<catris:participatingCountry
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISLocation/1388672164"/>
<catris:participatingCountry
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISLocation/887673584"/>
<catris:participatingCountry
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISLocation/1156416110"/>
<catris:participatingCountry
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISLocation/1411455325"/>
<catris:participatingCountry
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISLocation/2145677234"/>
<catris:participatingCountry
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISLocation/96099333"/>
<catris:participatingCountry
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISLocation/2100089423"/>
<catris:participatingCountry
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISLocation/797446551"/>
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<catris:participatingCountry
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISLocation/870379374"/>
<catris:participatingCountry
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISLocation/1010879142"/>
<catris:participatingCountry
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISLocation/404899306"/>
</catris:ProviderLocation>
</catris:locationInfo>
<catris:hasService>
<catris:Service>
<catris:serviceName xml:lang="en">model generation (mouse, rat). systemic and specialised phenotyping. archiving and distribution of mouse models worldwide. extensive training courses</catris:serviceName>
<catris:serviceDescription xml:lang="en">In systemic phenotyping, INFRAFRONTIER and its member institutions support the global research approach of the
International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium (IMPC). In specialised phenotyping, the
INFRAFRONTIER institutes offer a wide range of individual phenotyping tools to theirs
scientific partners. With more than 7,000 mouse strains available, the European Mouse
Mutant
Archive
(EMMA)
is
Europes
biggest
repository
for
mammalian
genomes.</catris:serviceDescription>
<dc:identifier>15732</dc:identifier>
</catris:Service>
</catris:hasService>
<catris:hostingLegalEntity>Self-standing</catris:hostingLegalEntity>
<catris:legalStatus rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISProviderLegalStatus/1117668595"/>
<catris:esfri
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISProviderESFRI/701607935"/>
<catris:areaOfActivity rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISProviderAreaOfActivity/1166812253"/>
<catris:societalGrandChallenge
rdf:resource="http://semantics.gr/authorities/CatRISProviderSocietalGrandChallenge/1363218847"/>
</catris:Provider>
</rdf:RDF>

Listing 1. RDF/XML of a single SP record.
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Annex 4
The following listings provide the XSL scripts that were implemented for the transformation of
semantics.gr data regarding SPs and services to CatRIS JSON format.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:math="http://www.w3.org/2005/xpath-functions/math"
xmlns:xd="http://www.oxygenxml.com/ns/doc/xsl"
xmlns:h="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"
xmlns:fn="http://www.w3.org/2005/xpath-functions"
xmlns:j="http://www.w3.org/2005/xpath-functions"
xmlns:catris="https://www.semantics.gr/authorities/schemanamespaces/catris#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
exclude-result-prefixes="xs xd math h"
version="2.0">
<xd:doc scope="stylesheet">
<xd:desc>
<xd:p><xd:b>Created on:</xd:b> Nov 7, 2019</xd:p>
<xd:p><xd:b>Author:</xd:b> bonisv</xd:p>
<xd:p></xd:p>
</xd:desc>
</xd:doc>
<xsl:output method="text" indent="yes" media-type="text/json" omit-xml-declaration="yes"/>
<xsl:variable
<xsl:variable
<xsl:variable
<xsl:variable
<xsl:variable
<xsl:variable
<xsl:variable
<xsl:variable
<xsl:variable
<xsl:variable
<xsl:variable
<xsl:variable
ingCountry"' />
<xsl:variable
ingCountries"' />
<xsl:variable
<xsl:variable
<xsl:variable

name="id_header" select='"id"' />
name="name_header" select='"name"' />
name="acronym_header" select='"acronym"' />
name="website_header" select='"website"' />
name="description_header" select='"description"' />
name="lifeCycleStatus_header" select='"lifeCycleStatus"' />
name="location_name_header" select='"name"' />
name="location_street_header" select='"street"' />
name="location_postalCode_header" select='"postalCode"' />
name="location_city_header" select='"city"' />
name="location_region_header" select='"region"' />
name="location_coordinatingCountry_header"
select='"coordinatname="location_participatingCountries_header" select='"participatname="hostingLegalEntity_header" select='"hostingLegalEntity"' />
name="legalStatus_header" select='"legalStatus"' />
name="esfri_header" select='"esfri"' />

<xsl:template match="*">
[<xsl:for-each select="/rdf:RDF/catris:Provider">
{
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param name="name" select = "$id_header" />
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "@rdf:about" />
</xsl:call-template>,
<xsl:if test="./catris:providerFullName">
<xsl:variable name="s" select="./catris:providerFullName"/>
<xsl:variable name="s1" select = "replace($s, '\\', '\\\\')" />
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param name="name" select = "$name_header" />
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "replace($s1, '&quot;',
'\\&quot;')" />
</xsl:call-template>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:providerAcronym">,
<xsl:variable name="s" select="./catris:providerAcronym"/>
<xsl:variable name="s1" select = "replace($s, '\\', '\\\\')" />
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param name="name" select = "$acronym_header" />
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "replace($s1, '&quot;',
'\\&quot;')" />
</xsl:call-template>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:providerWebsite">,
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param name="name" select = "$website_header" />
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<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "./catris:providerWebsite"

/>
</xsl:call-template>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:providerDescription">,
<xsl:variable name="s" select="./catris:providerDescription"/>
<xsl:variable name="s1" select = "replace($s, '\\', '\\\\')" />
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param name="name" select = "$description_header" />
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "replace($s1, '&quot;',
'\\&quot;')" />
</xsl:call-template>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:providerClassification/catris:ProviderClassification/catris:category/@rdf:resource">,
"categories": [
<xsl:for-each
select="./catris:providerClassification/catris:ProviderClassification/catris:category">
"<xsl:value-of
select="./@rdf:resource"/>"<xsl:if
test="position() != last()">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:for-each>
]
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:providerClassification/catris:ProviderClassification/catris:type/@rdf:resource">,
"types": [
<xsl:for-each
select="./catris:providerClassification/catris:ProviderClassification/catris:type">
"<xsl:value-of
select="./@rdf:resource"/>"<xsl:if
test="position() != last()">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:for-each>
]
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:providerClassification/catris:ProviderClassification/catris:scientificDomain/@rdf:resource">,
"scientificSubdomains": [
<xsl:for-each
select="./catris:providerClassification/catris:ProviderClassification/catris:scientificDomain">
"<xsl:value-of
select="./@rdf:resource"/>"<xsl:if
test="position() != last()">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:for-each>
]
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:providerClassification/catris:ProviderClassification/catris:esfriDomain/@rdf:resource">,
"esfriDomains": [
<xsl:for-each
select="./catris:providerClassification/catris:ProviderClassification/catris:esfriDomain">
"<xsl:value-of
select="./@rdf:resource"/>"<xsl:if
test="position() != last()">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:for-each>
]
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:lifeCycleStatus/@rdf:resource">,
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param name="name" select = "$lifeCycleStatus_header" />
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "./catris:lifeCycleStatus/@rdf:resource" />
</xsl:call-template>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/*">,
"location": {
<xsl:if
test="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:locationName">
<xsl:variable name="s" select="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:locationName"/>
<xsl:variable name="s1" select = "replace($s, '\\', '\\\\')" />
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param name="name" select = "$location_name_header"
/>
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "replace($s1, '&quot;',
'\\&quot;')" />
</xsl:call-template><xsl:if
test="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:locationName/following-sibling::*[not(name()='catris:coordinatingCountry' or name()='catris:participatingCountry')]">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:if>
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<xsl:if
test="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:locationStreet">
<xsl:variable name="s" select="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:locationStreet"/>
<xsl:variable name="s1" select = "replace($s, '\\', '\\\\')" />
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param
name="name"
select
=
"$location_street_header" />
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "replace($s1, '&quot;',
'\\&quot;')" />
</xsl:call-template><xsl:if
test="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:locationStreet/following-sibling::*[not(name()='catris:coordinatingCountry' or name()='catris:participatingCountry')]">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if
test="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:locationPostalCode">
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param
name="name"
select
=
"$location_postalCode_header" />
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:locationPostalCode" />
</xsl:call-template><xsl:if
test="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:locationPostalCode/following-sibling::*[not(name()='catris:coordinatingCountry' or name()='catris:participatingCountry')]">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if
test="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:locationCity">
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param name="name" select = "$location_city_header"
/>
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:locationCity" />
</xsl:call-template><xsl:if
test="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:locationCity/following-sibling::*[not(name()='catris:coordinatingCountry' or name()='catris:participatingCountry')]">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if
test="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:locationRegion">
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param
name="name"
select
=
"$location_region_header" />
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:locationRegion" />
</xsl:call-template><xsl:if
test="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:locationRegion/following-sibling::*[not(name()='catris:coordinatingCountry' or name()='catris:participatingCountry')]">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:if>
}
<xsl:if
test="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:coordinatingCountry/@rdf:resource">,
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param name="name" select = "$location_coordinatingCountry_header" />
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:coordinatingCountry/@rdf:resource" />
</xsl:call-template>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if
test="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:participatingCountry/@rdf:resource">,
"participatingCountries": [
<xsl:for-each select="./catris:locationInfo/catris:ProviderLocation/catris:participatingCountry">
"<xsl:value-of select="./@rdf:resource"/>"<xsl:if test="position() != last()">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:for-each>
]
</xsl:if>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:hostingLegalEntity">,
<xsl:variable name="s" select="./catris:hostingLegalEntity"/>
<xsl:variable name="s1" select = "replace($s, '\\', '\\\\')" />
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
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<xsl:with-param name="name" select = "$hostingLegalEntity_header"
/>
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "replace($s1, '&quot;',
'\\&quot;')" />
</xsl:call-template>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:legalStatus/@rdf:resource">,
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param name="name" select = "$legalStatus_header" />
<xsl:with-param
name="value"
select
=
"./catris:legalStatus/@rdf:resource" />
</xsl:call-template>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:esfri/@rdf:resource">,
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param name="name" select = "$esfri_header" />
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "./catris:esfri/@rdf:resource" />
</xsl:call-template>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:areaOfActivity/@rdf:resource">,
"areasOfActivity": [
<xsl:for-each select="./catris:areaOfActivity">
"<xsl:value-of
select="./@rdf:resource"/>"<xsl:if
test="position() != last()">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:for-each>
]
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:societalGrandChallenge/@rdf:resource">,
"societalGrandChallenges": [
<xsl:for-each select="./catris:societalGrandChallenge">
"<xsl:value-of
select="./@rdf:resource"/>"<xsl:if
test="position() != last()">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:for-each>
]
</xsl:if>
}<xsl:if test="position() != last()">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:for-each>]
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template name="display_comma">
<xsl:if test="position() != last()">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template name="show_pair">
<xsl:param name = "name" />
<xsl:param name = "value" />
"<xsl:value-of select = "$name" />":"<xsl:value-of select = "$value" />"
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template name="encode-string">
<xsl:param name="s" select="''"/>
<xsl:value-of select="replace($s, '&quot;', '\\&quot;')"/>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>

Listing 2. XSL script for transforming a list of SPs (or single SP) provided in RDF/XML from semantics.gr
to CatRIS JSON containing the corresponding list of SPs or the single SP record.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:math="http://www.w3.org/2005/xpath-functions/math"
xmlns:xd="http://www.oxygenxml.com/ns/doc/xsl"
xmlns:h="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"
xmlns:fn="http://www.w3.org/2005/xpath-functions"
xmlns:j="http://www.w3.org/2005/xpath-functions"
xmlns:catris="https://www.semantics.gr/authorities/schemanamespaces/catris#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
exclude-result-prefixes="xs xd math h"
version="2.0">
<xd:doc scope="stylesheet">
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<xd:desc>
<xd:p><xd:b>Created on:</xd:b> Nov 7, 2019</xd:p>
<xd:p><xd:b>Author:</xd:b> bonisv</xd:p>
<xd:p></xd:p>
</xd:desc>
</xd:doc>
<xsl:output method="text" indent="yes" media-type="text/json" omit-xml-declaration="yes"/>
<xsl:param name="quote">"</xsl:param>
<xsl:variable name="id_header" select='"provider_id"' />
<xsl:variable name="provider_name_header" select='"provider_name"' />
<xsl:variable name="service_name_header" select='"name"' />
<xsl:variable name="service_descr_header" select='"description"' />
<xsl:variable name="service_meril_id" select='"merilId"' />
<xsl:variable name="scientificSubdomains_header" select="concat(@quote,'scientificSubdomains',@quote,': [')" />
<xsl:variable name="scientificSubdomains_content" select='""' />
<xsl:template match="*">
[<xsl:for-each select="/rdf:RDF/catris:Provider">
<xsl:variable name="outerposition" select="position()"/>
<xsl:variable name="outerlast" select="last()"/>
<xsl:choose>
<xsl:when test="./catris:hasService">
<xsl:variable name="providerId" select="@rdf:about"/>
<xsl:for-each select="./catris:hasService">
<xsl:variable name="innerposition" select="position()"/>
<xsl:variable name="innerlast" select="last()"/>
{
<xsl:if test="./catris:Service/dc:identifier">
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param
name="name"
select
=
"$service_meril_id" />
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "./catris:Service/dc:identifier" />
</xsl:call-template>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:Service/catris:serviceName">,
<xsl:variable
name="s"
select="./catris:Service/catris:serviceName"/>
<xsl:variable name="s1" select = "replace($s, '\\',
'\\\\')" />
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param
name="name"
select
=
"$service_name_header" />
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "replace($s1,
'&quot;', '\\&quot;')" />
</xsl:call-template>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="./catris:Service/catris:serviceDescription">,
<xsl:variable
name="s"
select="./catris:Service/catris:serviceDescription"/>
<xsl:variable name="s1" select = "replace($s, '\\',
'\\\\')" />
<xsl:call-template name="show_pair">
<xsl:with-param name="name" select = "$service_descr_header" />
<xsl:with-param name="value" select = "replace($s1,
'&quot;', '\\&quot;')" />
</xsl:call-template>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if
test="../catris:providerClassification/catris:ProviderClassification/catris:scientificDomain/@rdf:resource">,
"scientificSubdomains": [
<xsl:for-each
select="../catris:providerClassification/catris:ProviderClassification/catris:scientificDomain">
"<xsl:value-of
select="./@rdf:resource"/>"<xsl:if
test="position() != last()">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:for-each>
]
</xsl:if>
,"providers": ["<xsl:value-of select = "$providerId" />"]}
<xsl:if test="$innerposition != $innerlast">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:for-each>
</xsl:when>
<xsl:otherwise>{}</xsl:otherwise>
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</xsl:choose>
<xsl:if test="$outerposition != $outerlast">,</xsl:if>
</xsl:for-each>]
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template name="show_pair">
<xsl:param name = "name" />
<xsl:param name = "value" />
"<xsl:value-of select = "$name" />":"<xsl:value-of select = "$value" />"
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template name="encode-string">
<xsl:param name="s" select="''"/>
<xsl:value-of select="replace($s, '&quot;', '\\&quot;')"/>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>

Listing 3. XSL script for transforming a list of SPs (or single SP) provided in RDF/XML from semantics.gr
to CatRIS JSON containing the services of all SPs in the original file.

